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Shot-noise suppression in multimode ballistic Fermi conductors
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We have derived a general formula describing current noise in multimode ballistic channels connecting
source and drain electrodes with Fermi electron gas. In particular~at eV@kBT), the expression describes the
nonequilibrium ‘‘shot’’ noise, which may be suppressed by both Fermi correlations and space charge screen-
ing. The general formula has been applied to an approximate model of a two-dimensional nanoscale, ballistic
metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor. At large negative gate voltages, when the density of elec-
trons in the channel is small, shot noise spectral densitySI(0) approaches the Schottky value 2eI, whereI is
the average current. However, at positive gate voltages, when the maximum potential energy in the channel is
below the Fermi level of the electron source, the noise can be at least an order of magnitude smaller than the
Schottky value, mostly due to Fermi effects.@S0163-1829~99!50228-2#
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Nonequilibrium current fluctuations~‘‘shot noise’’! in
ballistic conductors have been studied extensively in rec
years both theoretically1–5 and experimentally6–10 ~see also
Ref. 11!. All these works focused on the suppression of no
by Fermi correlations, which is especially strong when
channel transparency is close to 1. In order to observe
suppression, the experimental studies were invariably
formed in a ‘‘quantum point contact’’ geometry, i.e., with
conductors with a small number of quantum channels
temperatures much lower than the energy separation betw
those channels.~The case of noise in multimode ballist
Fermi systems did not attract that much attention.!

However, shot noise at ballistic transport may also
suppressed by Coulomb interactions of an electron with
space charge of other ballistic electrons. For nondegene
Boltzmann electron gas this effect was well studied long a
mostly in the context of vacuum tube noise—see, e.g., R
12 ~see also recent Monte Carlo studies, Ref. 13!. We study
the degenerate, Fermi systems. Such a study is of partic
importance for at least two reasons.

From the fundamental point of view one should wond
whether the Fermi correlations may have a strong effect
the properties of wide, multichannel ballistic conductors.
for Coulomb correlations, it can be argued that its effect
the noise should be regarded as a much more acces
manifestation of electron-electron interactions than in m
exotic phenomena, e.g., charge density waves.4 In addition, it
is important to understand the difference between none
librium fluctuations in ballistic and diffusive Fermi system
In the latter case, noise originates from scattering inside
conductor,14–16while in the former case its origin is the ran
domness of electron emission from the source.4,5

From the point of view of possible applications, the co
tinuing reduction of channel lengthL of field-effect transis-
tors will eventually but inevitably lead to devices with ba
listic transport of electrons. A recent approximate analysis
such transistors has shown that they may retain high pe
mance all the way down toL;5 nm.17 Such nanoscale
MOSFETs may be used, in particular, as sense preampli
in ultradense nonvolatile memories.18,19 For these applica-
tions, the shot noise suppression is of principal importa
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~4!/2169~4!/$15.00
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because it determines how many single-bit memory c
may be served by one second-level sense amplifier, a num
which may strongly affect the final memory density.

The objective of this work is to consider the interplay
the two mechanisms of shot noise suppression in a br
~multimode! system with the ballistic transfer of electron
from emitter to collector~Fig. 1!. These electrodes are a
sumed to be in thermal equilibrium; in particular this mea
that the collector totally absorbs the incident electrons.~We
will revisit this assumption at the end of the paper.! The
potential energy profileF(x) between source and drain, an
in particular its maximumF0 , may be affected by the spac
charge of ballistic electrons. The charge densityen(x) is
determined, in turn, by the emitted current.17

In order to find the low-frequency shot noise in the dev
we start with the basic expression for the spectral density
fluctuationsd i S(E) of currenti S(E) of electrons emitted by
the source electrode at some interval (Et ,Et1dEt) of the
total energyEt :2,3,20

dSis~v;Et![d i S
2~Et!/~Dv/2p!

52
e2

2p\
dEt$Tr~ t1tt1t! f 0L~Et!@12 f 0L~Et!#

1@Tr~ t1t!2Tr~ t1tt1t!#

3 f 0L~Et!@12 f 0R~Et!#%. ~1!

Here f 0L(Et) and f 0R(Et) are the electron distribution func
tions on the left and right hand sides of the interface betw
the source electrode and the conductor, respectively.t is the
mode transmission matrix across the interface, and the t
is taken over all the transmission modes with energyEt . The
assumption of absorptive electrodes implies that the eig
values oft are all equal to 1. This, together with conservati
of transversal momentum, allows us to change the argum
from the total energyEt to the longitudinal energyE[Et
2E' , and write Eq.~1! as

dSis~v,E!52eiS~E!@12 f S~E!# ~2!
R2169 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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with

i S~E!5
e

2p\
N~E!dE, ~3!

where

N~E!5E
0

`

f 0L~E1E'!g~E'!dE' ~4!

is the number of occupied transversal modes@g(E') is the
density of these modes#, and with

f S~E!5
* f 0L

2 ~E1E'!g~E'!dE'

* f 0L~E1E'!g~E'!dE'

~5!

the effective occupation factor of transversal modes.
similar expression is valid for the intensityi D(E) of electron
emission from the second electrode~‘‘drain’’ !.

In our case of substantial Coulomb interaction betwe
the ballistic electrons and space charge, we should reca
late fluctuationsd i S(E) and d i D(E) into those of the total
current I . The general relation between these fluctuatio
may be written as follows@we take the direction ofi D(E) to
be from drain to source#,12

dI 5E
FS

`

gS~E!d i S~E!2E
FD

`

gD~E!d i D~E!, ~6!

where FS,D are the potentials deep inside the source a
drain, respectively~Fig. 1! and factorsgS,D(E) describe the
space charge screening effect. In the limitvt!1, wheret is
the ballistic time of flight, these factors may be calculat
quasi-statically. In our model, with the source-drain volta
V[ES2ED fixed in time (ES , ED are the Fermi energies i
the source and drain, respectively!, currentI is uniquely de-
termined byF0 . Assuming the device to be much long
than the Fermi wavelength we may neglect electron tun
ing through the barrier and its overbarrier reflection a
write @for \v!max(kBT,uF02ESu)]:

gS,D~E!5H 6
]F0

] i S,D~E!

]I

]F0
~E,F0!,

16
]F0

] i S,D~E!

]I

]F0
~E.F0!,

~7!

with the upper~lower! sign used forgS (gD). In Eq. ~7!, the
terms with derivatives describe the effect of the emiss
current fluctuationsd i S,D on the total current fluctuationdI
via that of the local density of electrons, which in turn affec
the potential barrier shape~and F0) through the Poisson
equation. The unity in the second line of Eq.~7! is due to the

FIG. 1. General scheme of the ballistic Fermi system.
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direct contribution ofd i S,D(E) to dI . The minus signs in Eq
~7! follow from the definition ofi D as directed from drain to
source, and the resulting minus sign in Eq.~6!: An upward
fluctuation in i D tends to increaseF0 and thus decreaseI
~which is dominated by the current arriving from the sourc!.
Now, to calculateSI(v)5dI 2/(Dv/2p) we combine Eqs.
~1!, ~2!, ~6!, and ~7! and take into account the statistic
independence of sourcesd i S(E) andd i D(E) at different en-
ergies. As a result, we get

SI~0!52eE
FS

F0
dE

dIS~E!

dE
@12 f S~E!#F ]F0

] i S~E!

]I

]F0
G2

12eE
F0

`

dE
dIS~E!

dE
@12 f S~E!#F11

]F0

] i S~E!

]I

]F0
G2

12eE
FD

F0
dE

dID~E!

dE
@12 f D~E!#F ]F0

] i D~E!

]I

]F0
G2

12eE
F0

`

dE
dID~E!

dE
@12 f D~E!#

3F12
]F0

] i D~E!

]I

]F0
G2

, ~8!

whereI S(E), I D(E) are the total source and drain emissi
currents at all energies belowE, respectively. This equation
is the main result of our work. It describes the shot no
suppression via both the Fermi statistics of the emitted e
trons ~factors @12 f S,D(E)#) and their electrostatic interac
tion with space charge~factors with derivatives!.

In order to evaluate the relative importance of these t
suppression factors, we have applied Eq.~8! to a simple
model of a nanoscale, ballistic, dual-gate MOSFET stud
in Ref. 17@Fig. 2~a!#. This device consists of a thin layer o

FIG. 2. ~a! Model of a 2D ballistic MOSFET and~b! potential
energy profiles~relative to the Fermi level of the source!, at high
negative and high positive gate voltages. Vertical lines show p
tion of the conductor-electrode interfaces. Source-drain voltag
0.52 V; for other parameters, see the text.
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semiconductor with 2D electron gas embedded between
gates biased with equal voltagesVg . The semiconductor is
heavily doped everywhere except in a strip of lengthL which
forms the ballistic channel. Under certain conditions17 the
potential profileF(x) can be found from the effective 1D
Poisson equation

d2F

dx2 5
F1eVg

l2 2
4pe2n

k1
, ~9!

wherel25s2/21(k1 /k2)s(d2s), 2s and 2d are the semi-
conductor thickness and the total distance between the
electrodes, respectively, andk1 , k2 are the dielectric con-
stants of the semiconductor and the insulator, respectiv
The simple equation~9!, together with the assumption o
thermal equilibrium in source and drain, makes possibl
semi-analytic scheme for finding all the quantities of intere
In that scheme the calculation starts with fixingF0 while I ,
F(x), andL are calculated by simple integration, enabli
the final calculation ofI and F(x) for any L by numerical
interpolation. Figure 2~b! shows the calculated potential e
ergy profile for large positive and negative gate voltagesVg ,
for a device with the following parameters: 2s51.5 nm, 2d
56.5 nm,L510 nm, k1512.9, k253.9, T5300 K and do-
nor density in the source and drainND5331020cm23. With
the effective electron mass of 0.2m0 , the latter paramete
means that the Fermi energy in the electrodes is close to
eV. ~For this value, quantum mechanical effects in the s
tem can be neglected.17! This parameter set corresponds to
Si MOSFET with SiO2 gate oxide, optimized for dc transpo
properties.17

Within the calculation scheme outlined above, the deri
tives]F0 /] i S,D(E) participating in Eq.~8! may be found as

]F0

] i S,D~E!
52S ]L

] i S,D~E! D
F0

Y S ]L

]F0
D

i S,D(E)

. ~10!

Figure 3 shows the results of our calculations of the dev
noise for the parameter set specified above.~The results are
qualitatively the same for anyL between 5 and 15 nm an
for any source-drain voltage between 0.2 and 1.0 V.! At
negative gate voltages, whenF0 is substantially aboveES ,
current noise is very close to the Schottky value 2eI; how-

FIG. 3. DC source-drain current, and spectral density of its fl
tuations ~both in absolute units and normalized to the Schot
value 2eI) as functions of gate voltage, at source-drain voltage
0.52 V.
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ever at positive gate voltages the noise may be suppresse
at least one order of magnitude.

Figure 4 assists the interpretation of this result by sho
ing the factors participating in the first two integrals of E
~8!, at two different gate voltages. Dotted lines represent
Fermi factor which is concentrated around the Fermi leve
the source. The electrostatic term~dashed lines! peaks atE
5F0 due to the fact that electrons with this energy virtua
stop near the maximum of the potential profile:v(E)'0. As
a result, the corresponding change in charge density,d(en)
5d i S /v(E) is very large, and strongly affects the potent
distribution.

At high negative gate voltages@Fig. 4~a!# the Coulomb
interaction factor is very small, since the electron density
the channel is exponentially small and the space charge
fects are negligible. Also, sinceF0 is well above the Fermi
level, the Fermi factor equals justdIS(E)/dE. This factor
gives equal contributions into the dc current and noise,
so the shot noise has its full, classical Schottky value. A
other way to express the latter fact is to say that at nega
gate voltages the conduction is due to electrons at the up
Boltzmann tail of the Fermi distribution, and degeneracy
fects are negligible.

At high positive gate voltage whenF0,ES @Fig. 4~b!#,
the space charge screening factor is rather moderate~;0.5!
for energies within the intervalF0,E,ES responsible for
most of the current transfer. The reasons for this weak in
action are twofold. First, because of electron degeneracI
depends only algebraically onF0 ~in contrast to the expo-
nential dependence in the nondegenerate case! so the deriva-
tive ]I /]F0 in Eq. ~7! is relatively small. Second, the loca
ized character of the electrostatic interaction, limited by
exponential cutoff at distances of the order ofl @see Eq.~9!#
means that the derivative]F0 /] i S(E) is small. On the other

-

f

FIG. 4. Terms appearing in Eq.~8! as functions of energy at~a!
negative and~b! positive gate voltages. Dotted lines show the Fer
factor, 2@12 f S(E)#dIS(E)/dE, while dashed lines, the Coulom
factor, 2@dF0 /diS(E)#dI/dF0 . Solid line shows the complete
integrand @the first term of Eq.~8! is used forE,F0 and the
second term forE.F0 .# All the parameters are the same as
Figs. 2 and 3.
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hand, in this open-channel regime, the Fermi suppressio
noise is much larger, because the noise intensity is multip
by the small term@12 f S(E)# while the current is not. Physi
cally this means that while the current is mostly due to
electrons within the intervalF0,E,ES , most of these elec
trons come from far below the Fermi energy and are ‘‘noi
less.’’

Thus though the device studied in this work is in som
sense a Fermi analog of the classical vacuum tube, its de
eracy and its specific electrostatics~the exponential cutoff of
Coulomb interactions of ballistic electrons due to the clo
proximity of the gates to the channel! reduce the space
charge effects. The Fermi suppression of the shot no
however, is quite strong.21 This result is very encouragin
from the point of view of applications, but it may only b
considered as preliminary.

In fact, the simple model of a ballistic MOSFET em
ployed for the concrete calculations in this work~and used
also in Ref. 17! is somewhat self-contradictory. On on
hand, in this model the source, channel, and drain are
described by the same Poisson equation~9!. This implies that
not only the channel but also source and drain are 2D
sheets. On the other hand, the model assumes perfectly
sorptive boundary conditions at the contact-to-channel in
faces, implying that the 2DEG in the contacts remains
thermal equilibrium. This assumption can be easily justifi
in geometries where the contacts are bulk~3D!, or are made
ct
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from a material with a much higher density of states22

Strictly speaking, this is not true in our model, if electro
scattering in the contacts obeys the usual hierarchy: ela
scattering events are more frequent than inelastic ones
fact, in this case a fraction of ‘‘hot’’~nonequilibrium! ballis-
tic electrons entering the drain will be elastically scatter
back to the channel before they have a chance to therma
with the lattice. Thus in order to be realistic for usual devic
~including the Si-based, room-temperature MOSFETs!, the
model needs to be refined. We believe, however, that su
modification will not change the results significantly.

In summary, we have derived a general equation~8! for
shot noise in a multimode ballistic channel between el
trodes in thermal equilibrium, which describes the noise s
pression due to both Fermi correlations of ballistic electro
and their Coulomb interactions with space charge. Appli
tion of this general result to an approximate model of a b
listic MOSFET shows that at positive gate voltages the s
noise may be suppressed by more than an order of ma
tude, mostly because of Fermi correlations. Our plans ar
verify this result using more realistic MOSFET models.
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